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‘We create
spaces that
speak,
Interact and
Inspire’

Image on le�: CDA studio - ‘ElectreeGame’ Entertainment Works

1.0 about CDA
Our Ethos

To create an architecture that fosters wellness, innovation and
efficiency through highly momentous spaces that are flexible,
responsive and timeless. CDA relies heavily on strategies that
emulsify its client’s vision with the implicit needs of the ecology.

ARCHITECTS

CREATIVE
A Creative cohesion of client’s
vision with the nature and the
ecology at large

To actuate an architectural
discourse that is synonymous
with the 21st century rationality

DESIGNER
To design momentous spaces
and strategies that are flexible
and responsive

Image on le�: Exam room in Ramakrishna Care Hospital at Raipur, India
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DIVERSE CITY CONTEXTS INTERVENED EFFECTIVELY

INDIA
HONG KONG
MANGOLIA
BANGLADESH
AFRICA
UNITED STATES

Project Geographies

Our robust portfolio encapsulates a mojor market share in India
along with a growing international presence in Africa, China
and United States.
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COMMERCIAL, RETAIL AND REAL ESTATE PROJECTS

SHOPPING COMPLEXES
MIXED USE COMPLEXES
RETAIL CENTERS
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
HOSPITALITY AND F & B
RESIDENTIAL REAL ESTATE
RECREATION FACILITIES

Robust Architecture, Interior and Strategy Portfolio

Our growing portfolio encompasses a range of commercial,
retail and real estate projects across diverse scales, culture,
geographies and uniquely intersting peculiarities!

2.0 Design Strategy
Curating marketable consumer experiences

Commercial projects at CDA are designed with a holistic vision
that entails value for both the physical real estate as well as the
consumers that make those spaces successful. CDA strives to
design momentous spaces that efficient, responsive and foster
a distinctive cultural experiences that foster vibrance and
buoyancy.

SPATIAL
EFFICIENCY

CONSUMER
EXPERIENCE

Artistically engineered spaces
that strive for the highest real
estate value through rigorous
analytical studies and
application of futuristic tools
such as AI and Generative
Design

Momentous and experiential
design of spaces that connect
and exuberate with the
endusers - ultimately enhancing
the commercial viability of the
space.

COMMERCIAL

RESILIENT
DESIGN
Designing flexible spaces that
adapt into alternate
programmes in response to
evolving market scenarios

Image: CDA Workplace design strategy

BRAND ADVOCACY
Spaces that successfuly
observe the brand ethos into the
design of spaces to create an
everlasting experiences!

3.0 Sustainability & Well-Being
Environmentally sustainable & efficient spaces that foster health & wellness

CDA aims to design commercial spaces that are developed
through environmentally sustainable prcoesses and materials
and foster health and wellness of its end users. It further aims to
incorporate evidence based design principles for better design
outcomes with regards to consumer response and spatial
success.

Image: CDA’s commitment to sustainability, Human health and wellness

4.0 How we partner?
Our services

CDA partners with its clients in a highly flexible format regardless of
the work scale, scope and stage, offering services that range from
Masterplanning, Architecture and Interior to strategy design,
feasibility studies along with planning and programming expertise.
Additionally, CDA also has a strong reasearch arm that specialises
in POE’s (Post Occupancy studies), Innovation in Consumer
Experience and simulated realities.
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ARCHITECTURE + INTERIOR

02

PLANNING AND STRATEGY

Comprehensive Architecture and Interior
design services

Feasibility studies to identify commercial viability
- Identify financially feasable real estate program

03

BRANDING AND VISUAL DESIGN

04

SIMULATION STUDIES

Logo, Branding, Art installation and graphic design
services to curate unique User experience.

Advanced simulation studies such as AR, VR, Occupant
flow, Heat map studies, Generative Design etc.

Image: CDA’s line-up of services for Workplace design

Our Process
Every project at CDA undergoes a four-tier iterative process that we call as the ‘tetraD’ i.e. Define Discover - Devise - Deploy. This is a cylo-linear process that begins with an exhaustive
brainstorming of the design problem which is followed by discovering innovative solutions that are
sustainable and responsive. The third step ‘Devise’ plunges into schematics and details of the
proposed response making its way to the final deployment that acts as a catalyst to inform our future
work with evidence!
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Design Process - ‘tetraD’
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5.1 MARRIOTT MIXED USE
Project Type: Greenfield Construction
Project Area: 736,000 Sqf
Location: Aerocity, New Delhi, India
Status: Concept

Marriot Hotel, New Delhi
A high end luxury hotel in Aerocity in New Delhi within a
couple of miles from Indira Gandhi International airport.
The entire development measures over 0.8 million sq.
feet and consisits of a strategic mix of hotel rooms,
serviced apartments, offices and banquets. The utter
proximity of the facility to the airport entailed extreme
height restrictions and a serious need for exterior noise
control. The design response capitalised upon these
limitations to curate an extensively landscaped terrace,
fused with a plethora of outdoor activities. Additionally, in
order to ensure acoustic comfort indoors, the front
facade was treated with opaque GRC screens along
with vertical greens to significantly ramp up the Sound
Pressure Levels.

COURTYARD

SERVICED
APARTMT.

HOTEL

BANQUET

ENTRANCE

LOBBY

ENTRANCE

Planning Scheme: Ensuring optimum daylighting

Apart from being highly experience oriented and
spatially , The facility also scores high in terms of
environmental sustainability by utilizing material and
finishes that have a low carbon foot-print and low VoC
content that significant reduces harmful impacts on
human health through off-gasing. Additionally, as a
testament to ensure environmental and human health,
the workspace also holds a LEED ID+C certification
along with incorporation of WELL principles, put
forward by the International Well Building Institute.
Adherence to the WELL standard ensures a thorough
evaluation of critical environmental determinants of
human health such as air, water, nourishment, light,
fitness, comfort and mind.

Cetiﬁcation beings pursued

5.2 Philtre: The Bistro
Project Type: Interior Fit-out
Project Area: 6,000 Sqf
Location: Gurugram, Haryana, India
Status: Built

Philtre: the Bistro (With Shreya Gera)
Philtre [French] connotes a place of mystic love potion
where people would tend to develop fondness amongst
themselves as well as the distinctive experience on offer.
The eccentric exterior instantly draws attention, sketching
the classical European balconies with falling planters and
boozing folks, juxtaposed with a post-modern illustration of
fresh beer spilling down the facade from a barrel. As we
ascend through the stairways, The transcendental potion
profiles elevate upto the first floor entrance where an
extravagant, flowing bar display wraps around the walls
and the ceiling, making the most prominent statement
possible. The bistro speaks more of an outdoor street
experience collocated with classical European spirit. The
smoking area on the left with high-bar sitting opens to the
exterior, overlooking the magnificent view of the area.

Planning Scheme: Ensuring optimum daylighting

The existing columns are profusely blended in with the
theme by spiralling them with lovely scintillating lights,
making the experience even more zestful. The walls are
adorned with exposed bricks and rustic textures and
are articulated with expressive graffiti and stimulating
props. A small booth with invigorating lights and
popping-out gramophones, houses the DJ in the
rightmost corner. the dynamicity of the theme led to the
creation of a number of flexible spaces in the bistro
where the sitting area doubles up as dynamic
performance spaces where artists could bring in their
crazy equipment and take the crowd for a roll. The
pleasant lounge seating in the open is again made
flexible with a motorised retractable roof above,
administering against the ambiguities of weather. The
woody, countryside bar supplements the supply of
potion, keeping the guests amused.

Certiﬁcation achieved/ being pursued

5.3 Entertainment Center
Project Type: Interior Fit-out
Project Area: 24,000 Sqf
Location: Champaign, Illinois, US
Status: Concept

Electree Game Entertainment works
This project stems from an experimental collaboration
between Ravideep Singh and a national design Build firm,
Arco Murray to conceive a fitting model for an
entertainment center in Champaign, IL. The model is
anticipated to be robust not only from a feasibility
standpoint but also its capability to curate a new culture for
the demographic of Champaign. Developed in
consonance with Arco, the concept pivots around a
feasible program along with a modular yet experiential
prototype I.e. scalable for a variety of locations whilst
establishing an everlasting brand experience. The ability
of a design to create an everlasting user experience
makes it as marketable as possible. Therefore, right from
the very first visual experience of the site, to the way users
navigate, check in, dine, game and so on, has been
designed to be as intriguing and seamless as possible.

Axonometric drawing of the facility

The project report walks us through an analytical study
of user movement on the site and in the building, the
visual experience of the architecture and the user
interface of the technology. The architecture of this
facility is aimed to resonate a dynamic experience
spine that is focused at creating moments of some
serious gaming and entertainment. The users enter into
the facility through a narrow vestibule that opens into a
panoramic view of the facility at the arrival lobby. The
guests are oriented through a double height bar column
that houses the check in kiosks and capitalizes on its
seamless visibility through the facility. As we proceed,
the users enter into the gaming modules which consists
of floor projection gaming bays at its center,
circumvented by movement aisles with driving bays at
one end and gaming lounges at the other.

Schematic section through the gaming aisles

5.4 Commercial Center
Project Type: Comprehensive Architecture
Project Area: 123,000 Sqf
Location: St. Louis, Missouri, US
Status: Concept

Commercial Center (With Sharanya Reddy)
The main idea of the concept is to recreate a landscape
that is fulcrummed around the concept of water as a
central source inception, support and experience. The
visitors are enthralled to swivel around the experience of a
nature centric refuge that fosters seed life through an
incidental intermingling of human with water. The
Hydroscopic Headway emanates an experience of being
embedded within the landscape of the site. The concept
attempts to identify and reinforce the site’s inherent
features such the depleting water body followed by the
relationship of Cahokian community with the sun and the
landscape and deciphers them as key conceptual drivers
to develop and articulate the design.

Planning Scheme: Ensuring optimum daylighting

The Cahokian civilization relied on solar and lunar
configurations to devise frame works for planning their
cities and built a variety of earthen mounds to identify
places of importance. The Hydroscopic headway,
therefore recreates a contemporary rendition of these
principles to evolve a built-landscape that houses
functions of seed growth, nurturing and display.
Additionally, as a testament to ensure environmental
and human health, the workspace also holds a LEED
ID+C certification along with incorporation of WELL
principles, put forward by the International Well Building
Institute. Adherence to the WELL standard ensures a
thorough evaluation of critical
environmental
determinants of human health such as air, water,
nourishment, light, fitness, comfort and mind.
Furthermore, the spatial requirements were curated
following a thorough analysis of the workflows by
implementing lean processes.

Certiﬁcation achieved/ being pursued

5.5 La Midas Center
Project Type: Adaptive Reuse
Project Area: 15,000 Sqf
Location: New Delhi, India
Status: Built

La Midas Center for Women
La Midas, an entity of Neelkanth Hospitals pvt. ltd. is a
state-of-the-art, high-street clinical setting that attempts
to blur boundaries between a health and retail. The
clinical program is focussed on women health, beauty
and wellness encompassing all areas of medical,
cosmetic, mental and physical domains. The ground
floor opens up with ambrosial entrance lobby adorned
in light and warm pallete along with a distinctive flowing ceiling that reminisces of feminal grace and
vibrance. The planning attempts to sketch a
streamlined user flow begining at the entrance lobby
which is then directed to the counselling and orientation
rooms followed by the examination, consultation and
retail spaces.
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Planning Scheme: Compact - Courtyard concept

Moving up, the first floor houses eight post recovery
patient beds along with two state of the art modular
operating rooms. The second floor houses mental
and physical health functions such as a healing spa
clinic and a physiotheraphy lounge. The exterior
form, monochromatic in color - eminisces a female
ballet danseur delineating the characteristics of
finesse and poise. The clinic was a brownfield
project set in a decade old residence - setting a
meaningful precedent for adaptive re-use of building
that provide respite to the over burdened natural
resourses along with reduced turn-around times and
pay-back periods. The project is designed to
achieve LEED ID+C GOLD certification along with
WELL certification.
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Vertical stacking Scheme: Breitfuss model

Business Leadership: Architecture and Planning

Mohanbir Singh, IIA, AITP

Maninder Kaur, IIA

Ravideep Singh, Assoc. AIA, IIA

Managing Principal

Managing Principal

Associate Director, LEED AP, WELL AP

Business Leadership: Interior Studio and Project Management

Japneet Kaur, IIA
Managing Partner, Interior + PM

Our studio

CDA Architects
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